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The Goal 
 

Anchialine ponds are unique natural habitats involving inland, saltwater ponds connected through 

underground caverns or “conduits” to the sea.  The Lucayan Archipelago (The Bahamas and the Turks 

& Caicos Islands) and the Yucatan Peninsula (where they are called Cenotes) are particularly rich in 

these Karst formations.  Saltwater ponds represent natural experiments in which depth, surface area, 

and connectivity to the sea vary dramatically.  These geologic variables impact the water chemistry 

especially salinity and oxygen saturation and these abiotic factors set the stage for colonization by an 

unexpectedly rich variety of marine organisms.   
 

This study initiates a survey of ponds in the Turks & Caicos Islands with the specific goal of 

identifying those with especially “rich” biotic assemblages.  We assigned high value to ponds that had 

high biodiversity, or that harbored some particular (often uncommon) species in unusual abundance 

(“species jackpots”).  We report on two ponds from West Caicos, and six on Providenciales.  Of these 

eight ponds, targeted through the use of Google Earth Imagery and from accounts of local divers and 

Karst Enthusiasts, we identified four that we consider “high value” and worthy of special 

consideration.   
 

Participants 
 

 

 
                 Andrew Hinrichs                John Campion            Eric Cole 

     Senior Aquarist                    PADI Dive Instructor            Sr. Naturalist 
         Omaha’s Zoo &          GPS Navigator                    Amateur Photographer 

         Aquarium                       Invertebrate Zoologist 
     Jellyfish specialist 

 

Methods 
 

Using Google Earth Pro satellite imagery, we identified likely pond candidates for investigation.  This 

information was supplemented by valuable accounts from local Karst enthusiasts:  Jon Ward, John 

Galleymore and Mark Parrish.  We are deeply grateful for their enthusiastic support and intimate 

knowledge of the sites.  We accessed ponds on foot, measured water chemistry using a Hanna 

Multiparameter Probe, and surveyed biodiversity using conventional snorkel gear, documenting our 

findings with an Olympus Tough Camera, housed in an Olympus PT 0-58 waterproof-housing.  The 

expedition was funded by St. Olaf College, Omaha’s Henry Doorly Zoo and Aquarium, and through 

personal funds.  Ponds were assigned numeric values, “0/4” no evidence of macro-invertebrates.  1/4 = 

minimal life forms (1-4 species) in hostile habitat (e.g. hypersaline), 2/4 = minimal life forms in benign 

habitat (marine water), 3/4 = few species but some quality making the pond worthy of special attention 

e.g. a “species jackpot”, 4/4 = (4 stars) rich biodiversity in a thriving, complex community, worthy of 

special attention. 
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The Northwest Point 
Marine National Park 
 

 
 

 

We explored two ponds in the Northwest Point.  The “Pond # 1” system, fell within the Northwest 

Point Marine National Park, and another pond fell outside of this protected area.  It is noteworthy that 

the one outside of the park, (“Shrimp Hole”) we flagged as “of special interest” in that it appears to 

serve as a unique refuge for the cave shrimp, Barbouria cubensis, a species listed by the IUCN as 

“critically endangered”. 
 

Pond 1. 
Google Earth Imagery 

      
3 bodies of water (red) constitute the Pond 1 system:        Points of interest: a-i, point of entry to 1A.   

1A, 1B, and 1C.  We also explored the unprotected         a-ii, where dark waters of the mangrove drain 

“Shrimp hole” site (lower right in blue).                             into 1A.  b-i, pt. of entry & 1st sinkhole/cavern.   
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Pond 1A Landscape 

 
 

 

Pond 1B 
conduits 1 and 2 (b-i and b-ii) blue arrows. 

      
 

Pond 1B   Water Chemistry (Measured at site b-i).  
pH   7.5    

dO2   65%   

Salinity (PSU)  34.8*** 

Temperature  26.0 
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Habitat 
Pond 1B is entirely flanked by Rhizophora mangle (Red Mangrove) and its margins are densely 

supplied with vertical prop-root habitat.  Most of the pond-bottom is dominated by one of two macro-

algal species, Caulerpa sertularioides (?), more prominent near the mangrove prop-roots and conduits, 

and great mounds of a filamentous green algae (possibly Cladophora sp.).  The sinkholes (of which we 

visited three) possessed substantial conduits or caverns, exerting a profound tidal influence on the 

surrounding lake.  They also appeared to be serving as gateways for a variety of coastal megafauna to 

populate the pond.   
 

 
Cladocera (?) creating algal beds that reach into the Rhizophora prop-roots. 
 

 
 

Caulerpa and Cladocera (?) draping vertical walls of the sinkhole above the cavern entrance. 
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Opening to a conduit (cavern) at the bottom of one of the sinkholes. 

 

Biota               Ranking  4/4 **** 
 

This was one of the most bio-diverse anchialine habitats we found on Providenciales.   
 

Dominant Algae 

Caulerpa sertularioides 

Cladocera (sp). 
 

Porifera 

A thin/ networking yellow sponge associated with the caverns. 
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Cnidaria 

Scyphozoa 

Cassiopeia xamanchana, (“upside-down jellyfish”). 
  

     
 
 

Anthozoa 

  
Bunodeopsis sp.  (“Sea grass anemone”)         Unknown polyp sp. 

 
 

 

Annelida 

Arenicola cristata (Atlantic Lugworms) and their egg sacs. 

  
Arenicola cristata (Atlantic Lugworm)          Lugworm egg-masses. 
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Mollusca 
 

Gastropod          Bivalve  

  
Battilaria minima        (Cerith snail? sp).     Pulmonata 

 

Melampus sp.   (mangrove “ear” snail).     

These are terrestrial snails whose shells have fallen from the surrounding mangrove prop-roots and into 

the conduits.   

 
 

Arthropoda 

Barbouria cubensis  “cave shrimp” (in karst, cavern openings). 
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Barnacles   

 
 

Chordata 

Massive colonies of small, yellow tunicates draped over prop-roots. 
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Cyprinodon variegatus (“pupfish” or “sheepshead minnow”) in algal gardens.  
 

 
 

“Half beaks” (Hemiraphidae) at the surface (conduit # 1). 

 
 

Megalops atlanticus (“Tarpon”) over a dozen circling conduit # 2.   
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Commentary. Pond 1B is a species-rich, fully marine pond with an impressive set of caverns 

connecting the pond with the ocean (the coast is a half-kilometer away).  Marine entrances to the 

caverns are likely over 1km away.  This pond is remarkable in many ways.  The dark profile it presents 

to Google Earth satellite imagery is not due to tannins creating a “black-water” environment (as we 

initially imagined), but to the almost complete coverage of the pond floor by great, 2-3 meter diameter 

mounds of filamentous green algae and Caulerpa.   

 

Pond 1B is also extraordinary in that it seems to be fed by a number of impressive conduits.  We 

visited three (b-i, b-ii, and a third lying between the two), and Google Earth imagery seems to suggest 

there might be more (even less accessible).  One testament to the ocean connectivity provided by these 

conduits, aside from their rather impressive tidal currents, was the school of over a dozen tarpon 

circling conduit b-ii.  These ranged in size from 20-30 inches in length.  Things we expected to see, 

(common in other anchialine habitats on the Lucayan) but did not, include: black tree oysters 

(Isognomon), scaly pearl oysters (Pinctada), “burnt mussels” (Brachidontes), mosquitofish 

(Gambusia), and both Batophora and Acetabularia green algae.   

 

The dominance of Caulerpa and Cladophora was impressive, and it was strange to see the “sea-grass” 

anemone adapting to perch on these alternate substrates.  It was also strange not to see Aiptasia (a very 

common anemone encountered in other fully marine ponds).  We were surprised to see Barnacles in 

that they typically thrive in high-energy coastal environments.  This pond also hosts a number of 

“species jackpots”.  The pupfish (or sheepshead minnows, Cyprinodon variegatus) were some of the 

largest, and healthiest individuals we’ve seen.   

 

The mangrove prop-root, algal gardens surrounding the conduits make a spectacular theater for 

observing their “lekking” courtship behaviors.   The yellow tunicates created massive colonies, draping 

the prop-root habitats in places.  In short, the central pond of this marine system, inland on the 

northwest point of Providenciales, is extraordinary and should be recognized as a precious, 

biodiversity “hot-spot”.  That said, it is virtually inaccessible to the casual observer. 
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Shrimp Hole 

   
 

GPS  
21o 50’ 27.70” N.    72o  19’ 02.06” W   

 

Landscape 
 

 
 

Water Chemistry 
We measured the top 12 inch layer, next 24 inches and bottom near conduit (~6 feet).  Conduit is in 

limestone wall on left shore (North).   

 

   12”   24”   80” 

pH   8.05   7.53   7.3 

dO2   66%   33%   0% 

Salinity (PSU)  26.4   29.0   32.3 

Temperature  24.0   27.7   27.3 
 

Notes: This pond is stratified, fresher water forming a halocline over saltier water.  There are 

significant gradients in pH (growing more acidic with depth), temperature (growing warmer with 

depth), salinity (growing saltier with depth), and oxygen: dropping to near zero in the deepest parts ~6-

8 ft (approximate). 

 

Habitat 
This is a small, conduit-fed pond.  The bottom is hard-carbonate, covered in a shallow bright green floc 

layer.  It is fed by a small conduit in the carbonate wall on the north shore (the uphill side of the 

landscape).  The steep bio-physical gradients are impressive.  In the deeper part of the pond (near the 

conduit) oxygen drops to zero!  Possibly due to this, most animal life is clinging to the cavern roof in 

the deeper parts of the pond. 
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Biota                            Ranking  3/4   *** 
 

This is a simple, yet extraordinary pond community.  The only species of macro-algae is Batophora 

oerstadii (?).  Though large in size (the fronds can grow two to three inches) they are single celled 

algae.  Only two animal species were detected:  a single bivalve (Anomalocardia auberiana), and a 

remarkably dense community of brilliant red cave shrimp, Barbouria cubensis feeding continuously 

(and in daylight) on the green flocculent sediments. 
 

 

 
Batophora oerstadii 

 

 
Anomalocardia auberiana 
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Barbouria cubensis 

 
We noticed one pale shrimp, with a less prominent “hump”  

leading us to wonder if there was some cryptic diversity here. 
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Commentary.  This pond exhibits what we refer to as a species “jack-pot” in which environmental 

conditions are favorable for a singular species (in this case, the cave shrimp), to explode with little or 

no inter-specific competition and few (if any) natural predators.  For that reason, and despite the 

paucity of overall diversity, we assigned this tiny pond’s community a rank of 3/4.  It should be noted 

that we believe this pond falls outside the protected Northwest Point Marine National Park.  It is also 

noteworthy that its most charismatic resident, the cave shrimp, Barbouria cubensis, is a species listed 

by the IUCN as “critically endangered”.  It is clearly a pond of special interest and value, as it appears 

to be a uniquely rich refuge for this endangered species. 

 

 

South-Western Ponds 

Pond 4    (“Hanging Gardens Cave”) 
 

GPS  

21o  47’  32.28” N       72o  20’  58.81’ W 
 

  

Ponds on Southwest corner.      Blue arrow: point of access.  Red arrow, conduit. 
 

Pond 4: Landscape 
 

 

A suite of narrow, parallel pond-channels. With the 

outgoing tide, pond-waters formed a surprisingly swift 

current as they were drawn towards the “Hanging 

Gardens” sinkhole and cavern system (red arrow 

above).  The sinkhole is approximately 20 meters 

across, and 7-8 meters deep, opening into lateral  

caves or conduits at the bottom.  The water is clear, 

and fully marine with a rich abundance of marine life 

(many organisms more typical of back-reef, sea-grass 

and estuarine habitats). 
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Pond 4: Water Chemistry 
 

pH   7.53    

dO2   58% 

Salinity (PSU)  34.9 g/L  

Temperature  25.2 

 

Habitat 

   
Clear, fully marine water.  Rhizophora prop-roots line the shore.   The floor is mixture of sea grass 

(Thalassia) and both red and green algal mats with carbonate outcrops.  This pond system is 

dramatically influenced by a huge sinkhole/ cavern system (“Hanging gardens cavern”).   

 
 

 
Sinkhole margin. 
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Biota                Ranking (4/4)   **** 
 

Dominant Algae and plant life. 

   
Caulerpa sertularioides         Caulerpa racemose          Red macro-algae (?) 

 “Green feather algae”                   “Sea Grape” 
 

Less abundant algae: 

Acetabularia (sp.) 

Batophora (sp.) 

Penicillus (sp.) 

Halimeda (sp). 

Cladocera (sp.) 

Stypopodium zonale (Leafy flat-blade algae).   
 

Red Algae (sp?) 
 

Plant Life 

Thalassia testudinum (“Turtlegrass”) 

Halodule (sp.) 
 

 

       
    Thalassia testudinum              Cladocera (?)           Acetabularia, Penicillus Stypopodium zonale 
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Porifera 

   
    blue sponge               black sponge     yellow sponge 
 

Cnidaria 

Scyphozoa     Cassiopeia xamachana.  “upside-down jellyfish” 
 

  
  

Anthozoa Aiptasia sp. 
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Annelida 
Sabellidae (“feather duster” or “parchment worms”) 

 
Feather duster (parchment) worms among yellow sponge and Caulerpa. 
 

Mollusca 
Gastropoda                       Bivalve 
 

   
 

Battilaria minima (“mud snail”)             Bulla sp.  (“bubble snail”)          Chione (sp). “cross-barred venus” 

             

Chordata 

   
Tunicates                  Pupfish                   Silversides 
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Yellowfin mojarra 
 

  
Snappers 
 

  
Barracuda 
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Tarpon 
 

 

Commentary:  This pond was a huge surprise.  Finding a small, narrow pond-channel with a 

strong, south-flowing current was the first surprise.  Encountering reef fish (including mojarra, 

snappers and barracuda) was the second surprise.  The pond was rich in bio-diversity, and the cavern 

that fed it was impressive.  The current created a broad (8 meter diameter) whirlpool as the tide went 

out and we were stunned to see young Tarpon schooling in its current.  Things we did not see, but 

expected to, included any mangrove-prop-root bivalves!  There were no burnt mussels, or flat tree-

oysters.  Things we were surprised to find included Thalassia (turtle grass), and a variety of macro-

algae more typical of coastal, seagrass habitats.  These, and the Tarpon convince us that this cavern 

represents a rather impressive open conduit to the ocean.  We were also impressed by the rich local 

colonies of parchment worms (Sabellidae).  We would recommend that this pond be recognized as a 

biodiversity “hot-spot”.  This pond and Pond # 1B were the two most impressive anchialine 

communities that we found on Providenciales. 

Surprising biotic productivity despite extreme conditions.  This seemingly sterile hypersaline habitat is 

actually very productive due to a single insect species. 

 

PDF.      Dance Flies. 

Cumming, Jeffery M. "Sexual selection and the evolution of dance fly mating systems (Diptera: 

Empididae; Empidinae)." The Canadian Entomologist 126, no. 3 (1994): 907-920. 

 

 

Video of Tarpon in coastal caverns. 
 

https://vimeo.com/88695862 

 

 

 

 

 

https://vimeo.com/88695862
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West Caicos 
The Greenland Pond 
 

 

 

Landscape 

 
Approach to a small anchialine pond in the green lands.  Photo taken by drone, courtesy of John 

Galleymore. 
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View of snorkel team from above. Photo courtesy of John Galleymore. 

 

The Greenland Pond    Water Chemistry 
 

pH   7.90    

dO2   65.6% 

Salinity (PSU)  34.4g/L 

Temperature  27.7 
 

Habitat 
  

Carbonate shore.  Pond bottom is green floc over hard carbonate, with shell hash pockets, (possibly 

cleared of floc by male pupfish for lekking?).  Pond is served by a substantial sinkhole and conduit 

nearly 1 km from ocean.  Carbonate outcrops have Batophora algae. 
 

Biota                Ranking (2/4)    ** 
Very simple community. 

Filamentous green algae, and Batophora.  (“finger algae”). 

Porifera: an encrusting yellow sponge on the conduit walls of the sinkhole. 

One gastropod (Battilaria minima).  The “mud snail or false cerith” 

One bivalve (Anomalocardia auberiana) “the pointed venus”. 

One fish (Cyprinodon variegatus).  “Pupfish” or “sheepshead minnow”. 
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Male pupfish upper right “displaying” over area cleared of floc for three females (left).  Males seem to 

have ability to “turn on/off” metallic blue patch, possibly by erecting dorsal scales. 

 

 
Green floc covering carbonate bottom w/ Battilaria.                     Small “clearing” in shell hash. 

                Possibly a pupfish lek. 
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Male pupfish establish a space (possibly clearing debris from the carbonate bottom) and display to 

attract the more cryptic females.  This is referred to as “lekking” behavior.  We suspect that the males 

have the ability to diminish their metallic blue sheen (when alarmed), and enhance it when courting, 

possibly by erecting and lowering their dorsal scales.  Two color morphs were seen in this pond, a 

bright morph, with orange patches, and pale coloration, and a dark morph.  Individuals in this 

population had a black eye-dagger. 

 

The “floc” (loose sediment that is easily disturbed) appears to consist of elongate pellets under the 

microscope thinly populated by small clusters of green, unicellular algae.   

 
 

 
40X magnification. 

   

Commentary:  The Greenland pond (our designation), is a classic, fully marine anchialine pond 

nearly one kilometer from shore, and served by a conduit that is tidal (current was detected).  It has 

minimal biodiversity, with a single snail, a single bivalve and just one fish.  Living sponges were found 

(as is typical) on the carbonate walls of the sinkhole and conduit. 

 

 

PDF.    Lekking behavior in Cyprinodons (pupfish). 

 
Draud, M. J., and M. Itzkowitz. "Mate numbers or mate quality: female mate choice in the polygynandrous variegated 

pupfish (Cyprinodon variegatus)." Ethology Ecology & Evolution 16, no. 1 (2004): 1-13. 
 
Draud, Matthew Jay. Female mate choice and male-male competition in the variegated pupfish, Cyprinodon variegatus. 

Lehigh University, 1996. 
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West Caicos 

Lake Catherine (north side of causeway). 
 

GPS 21o 39’ 40.19” N       72o 27’ 49.78’ W 
 

 
Blue/green arrow indicates Lake Catherine on West Caicos.   

Google Earth imagery. 
 

 
Arrow indicates site of sampling, just north of causeway in conduit-fed lagoon.  

Google Earth imagery. 
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Lake Catherine Landscapes 
 

 
 

Aerial shot of Lk. Catherine looking North from causeway. 

 

 
Shoreline of northwest coast of Lake Catherine. 
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“Smaller” conduit feeding Lake Catherine just south of the causeway.  

 

   
North is to the right. Note distinct difference in pond-bottom coverage separated by manmade 

causeway, isolating the North Pond (right) from the conduit in the south pond (left). 

(Lake Catherine drone photos courtesy of John Galleymore). 
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Lake Catherine   Water Chemistry 
   North Pond   South Pond 

pH   8.2    8.34    

dO2   99.8%    143% 

Salinity (PSU)  36.5g/L   35.3 

Temperature  27.8    28.3 

 

Pondscapes 

 
An underwater garden of Caulerpa racemosa, branching red algae, and colonies of  

golden hydrozoans. 
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Habitat 
Lake Catherine is interesting.  First, it is served by a suite of massive conduits.  Second, there was a 

man-made “experiment” engineered in this Lake.  A loose-rock causeway was constructed in the 1890s 

to support a small-gauge donkey cart railroad used to transport the sisal harvests.  This causeway 

divides the lake into two regions.  The Southern reach is fed by the multiple, massive, tidal conduits.  

The North has been largely isolated from these conduits (though we did detect places where the 

causeway showed modest breaches).  Hence the north lake has been largely isolated from the direct 

influence of the conduits for over 100 years.  The lake is reasonably deep (~1 meter in most places) 

with a floc bottom South of the causeway, and slightly more firm sediment north of the causeway.  

We focused our attention on the pond North of the causeway, and isolated from the conduits.  This 

was in part, because winds from the south had driven masses of Lugworm egg-sacs onto the south-

facing shore of the causeway, making observations…  difficult. 
 

The North facing causeway proved incredibly rich.  It is ironic that a man-made structure would 

serve as a rich habitat for the marine life in this lake system.  It should be noted that in all the ponds 

we visited, but especially here, our survey covered only a small percentage of the landscape, and 

only for a very small amount of time (typically an hour in the water). 
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Biota                                      Ranking (4/4)    **** 
 

Algal and plant life. 

Single cell, green algae such as Batophora sp. (“fuzzy finger algae”) and Acetabularia sp.  

(“mermaid’s wine glass”) were relatively common.  We also observed Caulerpa racemosa (“sea 

grape”), and an abundance of unidentified branching red algae. 
 

The flats surrounding the causeway supported beds of sea grass, almost exclusively Halodule sp.  

(“shoal grass”).  This species is often a pioneer species capable of adapting to various levels of salt  

and temperature, and fixing nitrogen.   
 
 

  
Halodule (“shoal grass”)            “Sea Grape” Caulerpa and Acetabularia (“mermaid’s wineglass”) 
 

Porifera 

 
This site was especially rich in live sponge diversity. 
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The upper tier of photos includes specimens found close to the causeway artificial “reef”.   

The bottom tier were sponges found in the surrounding Halodule (shoal grass) beds.  
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Cnidaria 

 
Golden Hydrozoans (surrounding a purple sponge and bubble algae… Dictyosphaeria ocellata).   

 

 
Aiptasia (“Glass Anemone”). 
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Annelida 

  
“Lugworm” egg mass (Arenicola)        “Atlantic Lugworm” (Arenicola cristata) ~11cm. 

 

 
Red polychaetae on red algae. 
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Mollusca 
Gastropods 

  
Bulla sp. (“Bubble snail”).         Unidentified “mud snail” 
 

Bivalves 

 
Brachidontes exustus (?) (“Burnt mussel”).     
 

Arthropoda 

  
“Cave shrimp” (Barbouria)    Isopod captured in plankton tow  (4-5 mm). 
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Echinodermata 
Holothuroidea (sea cucumbers) 

  
Synaptula hydriformis. (“naked sea cucumber or “medusa worm”) * 

 

* Left image was taken in situ.  (Right image is from San Salvador Island to highlight form) 

 

 

Chordata  

 
Tiny, pale yellow tunicates surrounding Aiptasia and golden hydrozoans. 
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Pale, male “pupfish” with silvery metallics (Cyprinodon).  Males courting a tiger-stripe female. 

 

 
Schooling “silversides” over seagrass.   

 

Commentary:   
Lake Catherine proved surprising.  First, despite some of the largest conduits on the islands, there were 

no conspicuous large fish, and the invertebrate diversity was uncommonly rich.  Especially rich were 

the diverse varieties of algae and sponge, and the sea grass beds.  The second surprise was how verdant 

the causeway habitat (a man-made reef of sorts) had become.  We were intrigued by water chemistry 

differences between north and south sides of the causeway (just 20 feet apart).  The south side had 

incredibly high oxygen content, suggesting active algal photosynthesis.  A few welcome species 

surprises: bubble snails and synaptid sea cucumbers (often found together), tunicates and a striking, 

small, planktonic isopod caught in our tow net swimming in the water column. 

   

PDF/ References 

Smith GW and Hayasaka SS (1982) Nitrogenase activity associated with Halodule wrightii roots. Appl 

Envirl Microbiol 43: 1244– 1248.  

https://journals.asm.org/doi/full/10.1128/aem.43.6.1244-1248.1982 

 

 

 

 

https://journals.asm.org/doi/full/10.1128/aem.43.6.1244-1248.1982
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Executive Summary 
We set out to explore seven ponds, five on Providenciales and two on West Caicos, with the aim of 

photo-documenting biodiversity and identifying particularly rich biotic communities.  At the 

suggestion of local residents who accompanied us, we found ourselves surveying a few extras 

including a single site along the shore of Lake Catherine (on West Caicos) and a tiny pond we refer to 

as “Shrimp Hole” on Providenciales.   

 

The result of our survey is this document, capturing a gallery of habitats and organisms from eight 

different anchialine ponds.  Of these, four were particularly notable.  Pond 1B (in the Northwest Point 

Marine National Park), Pond 4 (in the Frenchman Creek & Pigeon Pond Nature Reserve), and Lake 

Catherine (in the Lake Catherine Nature Reserve), support incredibly rich biotic communities making 

them “habitats of special interest” in our assessment.  A fourth pond (“Shrimp Hole”) lies outside of 

any protected habitat along the road leading to the Northwest Point, yet it harbors an incredibly rich 

population of the cave shrimp, Barbouria cubensis, that have been listed as critically endangered by 

the IUCN.  We recommend exploring options for “adopting” this tiny pond and protecting its habitat if 

there is a practical way to do this. 

 

On a final note, we came across a special inter-species network while investigating the life history of 

the “upside down jellyfish”, Cassiopeia xamachana, in Pond 1B.  The larval Cassiopeia appeared to be 

preferentially settling and developing as polyps on the shells of a small mud snail (likely a cerithiid of 

unknown genus/ species).  This snail was frequently seen grazing on the surfaces of the giant Atlantic 

Lugworm egg masses.  Once the jellyfish medusa budded from their snail-carried polyps, these 

“ephyra” seemed to show preferential settling on the lugworm egg masses that the snails also 

frequented.  The nature of this potential three-way symbiosis warrants further investigation. 

 

We hope to transfer this archive to a website free for sharing over the next few months.   

 

 

 

    

http://www.bigbluecollective.com/

